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Target the 
Heart…



…To Move the 
Mind
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Create an 
Emotional 
Connection



It’s About 
Images, 
Not Words



Examine your 
Look…



Evaluate the 
Strengths and 
Weaknesses of Your 
Communications



Does Your 
Message 
Stand Out? 



Is it fresh?



Up-to-date?



Relevant?



Authentic?



Elements of 
Persuasion:

Successful Communications: 

* Appeal to Emotion so you touch the heart.

* Appeal to Character so you establish 
credibility and will be trusted. 

* Appeal to Logic so the facts, stories, and 
statistics you relate are seen as reasonable and 
believable. This is your core message. 



The Importance of Mission & Vision



Do You Know 
Your Mission & 
Vision?

* Your Mission Statement is about who you 
are, what you do, and why you do it. It’s the 
NOW.

Example: “We are dedicated to justice for all. 
We prosecute criminals and assist victims. We 
fight corruption to protect the wealth of the 
nation. We do this because we will always 
protect the Malaysia we love.”

* Your Vision Statement focuses on where you 
want to go. It’s about your dreams, aspirations 
and hope for tomorrow. It’s the FUTURE. 



Does your 
Message 
inspire people?

Messages should: 

•Have an emotional appeal. 

•Be based in facts. 

•Be creative and inventive.

•Promote discussion and debate.

•Focus on the future. 

•Inspire!



Key Message 
Points

* Keep your message & content short.

* Base your message on facts. 

* Never over-promise.

* Focus your message on solving problems.

* Repeat your message so it’s remembered! 



Appeal to Basic 
Human 
Values…

* Relationship to God, family and friends. 

* The desire to find a job or get a better job.

* The dream of living in peace and prosperity.

* The desire of better schools with higher 
standards so our sons and daughters succeed.

* Preserving our unique Malaysian history, 
heritage and culture. 



What’s the Best 
Prescription for 
Better 
Communications?



Add More 
Pictures and 
Video



Communicate 
with Stories



Speak to the 
heart to 
move the 
mind. 



Listen to the People

1. Visit coffeehouses, 
shops, farms, villages 
and cities to hear 
what the people say.
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2. Adopt THEIR voice 
for YOUR 
communications.
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3. Focus on 
SOLUTIONS. 
Government is about 
solving problems. 
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Remember 
your Audience

* Focus on hardworking families.

* Understand their basic needs.

* Speak in their language.

* Show a shared concern with them. 



Practical 
Exercise

1. What stories from the Malaysian people 
have you heard that made an impression on 
you? 

2. Why was their story so memorable?

3. Consider using the stories from people in 
your communications projects.



Successful 
Story-Based 
Messaging

* Educates.

* Persuades.

* Forms a unique bond.

* Inspires the people.

* Gives them hope.



Features Family 
and Friends



Creates a 
mood or 
feeling…



Gives 
Hope…



Celebrates Our 
Unique Malaysian 
History…
Heritage…
…and Culture.


